New work suggests that feedback inhibition of neurons in the hippocampus is mediated by two distinct microcircuits. Interneurons targeting a neuron's soma are triggered by onset of activity, while those targeting distal dendrites are recruited by sustained activity. These circuits may thus convey information about the timing and rate of activity, respectively.
Inhibition in cortical circuits is mediated by interneurons using the neurotransmitter γ γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA). These interneurons exhibit far more morphological diversity than excitatory neurons [1, 2] . Anatomical studies have revealed that interneurons target distinct subcellular domains on principal neurons, such that specific populations of interneurons selectively target the axon, perisomatic region and distal dendrites. These interneurons thus form intricate microcircuits, counteracting different sets of excitatory synapses. Such microcircuits may therefore define postsynaptic computational domains, where processing is regulated by the temporal and spatial activation of excitatory and inhibitory synapses as well as the integrative properties of the postsynaptic neurons.
It is not well understood how different inhibitory circuits are engaged by different patterns of activity in the brain. Functionally, activity-dependent inhibition has been divided into two different types: feedforward inhibition and feedback inhibition. Feedforward inhibition is provided by excitatory inputs that activate both pyramidal cells and inhibitory interneurons [3, 4] . This disynaptic inhibition arrives at the postsynaptic neuron with a brief delay, and thus feedforward inhibition shortens the duration of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs), limiting the time window for summation of EPSPs. Furthermore, spikes triggered by these EPSPs can only occur in the narrow time window of the shortened excitation, thus increasing the temporal precision of pyramidal cell output in response to excitatory input. Feedback inhibition is triggered by recurrent collaterals of the pyramidal cells, which therefore activate interneurons only when an output spike is generated [5] . Feedforward and feedback inhibition thus provide complementary controls of excitability: feedforward inhibition is regulated by the level of excitatory input, while feedback inhibition is proportional to the rate of output.
How do these different types of functional inhibition map onto the different anatomical classes of interneurons? Feedforward inhibition has been shown to activate interneurons that primarily target the perisomatic regions [4] . An elegant new study by Pouille and Scanziani [6] has now shown that, in the hippocampal CA1 region, feedback inhibition engages two distinct subtypes of interneuron, depending on the pattern of activity. The authors tracked the spatiotemporal distribution of recurrent inhibition by making simultaneous somatic and dendritic recordings from pyramidal neurons, while activating feedback inhibition by stimulating the axons of other pyramidal neurons in the alveus. With a single stimulus, recurrent inhibition was more prominent at the soma than at the dendrite; during a train of stimuli, however, the inhibition shifted from the soma into the dendritic tree. By using a clever combination of voltage and current clamp recordings, the authors confirmed that this shift of inhibition is due to sequential activation of inhibitory synaptic conductances onto the soma and dendrite of the pyramidal neurons.
How is this shift from somatic to dendritic feedback inhibition orchestrated by the network? Previous studies showed that interneurons receiving synapses that depress with repetitive pyramidal cell input tend to project to proximal regions [7] , and those that display facilitating inputs project to distal dendrites [8] . This suggests that one possible explanation for the somatic-to-dendritic shift is differential recruitment of these two interneuron populations. To resolve this issue, Pouille and Scanziani [6] recorded from interneurons in the stratum oriens during stimulation of the alveus. They found that the interneurons can indeed be divided into two types on the basis of their differing responses to trains of stimuli: 'onsettransient' interneurons fire a single spike at the beginning of a stimulus train, while 'late-persistent' interneurons rarely fire early in the train, but increase firing probability later in the train.
As predicted, these interneuron types also have very different axonal domains. The axons of late-persistent neurons target the most distal dendrites in the stratum lacunosum-moleculare, and thus these neurons seem to represent the classical orienslacunosum moleculare (OLM) interneurons [1] . The axons of onset-transient interneurons, on the other hand, terminate predominantly around the somatic region, the stratum pyramidale. It is more difficult to assign a specific identity to these neurons, which may be a heterogeneous population. Immunohistochemical staining with molecular biological techniques should help to resolve this issue.
Remarkably, these differences in axonal targeting are matched by striking differences in the physiological properties of the two interneuron types ( Table 1) One possibility is that a major function of distal inhibition is to regulate dendritic calcium spikes. Highfrequency firing activates late persistent interneurons but is also an effective way of triggering calcium spikes in distal dendrites [9, 10] . Although somatic inhibition alone can prevent axonal spikes and shape their timing [4, 11] , it would have little influence on dendritic calcium spikes. Dendritic inhibition, however, can potently block the initiation of dendritic calcium spikes [11] [12] [13] . The shift from somatic to dendritic inhibition might be important for the induction of synaptic plasticity, which depends on backpropagation of spike trains [14] or activation of distal calcium spikes [15] . Interestingly, the same spikes that backpropagate to trigger plasticity and/or calcium spikes are also those that trigger the recurrent inhibition via the axon. So there might be a 'race' between the calcium spikes associated with a backpropagating action potential train and the recurrent dendritic inhibition. The stronger the synaptic input, the earlier in the train dendritic calcium spikes occur, similar to the situation in late-persistent interneurons, where strong inputs trigger spikes earlier in the train than weaker inputs. This scenario may thus create an inputdependent window of opportunity for synaptic plasticity to occur before calcium spikes are terminated by arrival of recurrent inhibition. Differential regulation of these two inhibitory loops, for example by modulatory neurotransmitters [16] , may therefore allow independent tuning of the dynamic range of the pyramidal cell for axonal spike rates and synaptic plasticity in dendrites.
How are these two interneuron microcircuits engaged during behavior? In the hippocampus, two types of oscillation are often observed in the behaving animal: slow (4-8 Hz) theta oscillations and fast (120-200 Hz) sharp wave-associated ripples. Pyramidal cell firing at low firing frequencies during theta oscillations would [20] . It remains to be tested whether the high-frequency bursts resulting from this physiological activation leads to discharges in latepersistent interneurons consistent with a shift of inhibition to the dendrite. The study by Pouille and Scanziani [6] thus shows that recurrent inhibition in the hippocampus is an exquisite example of how inhibitory circuits are tuned to their function in the network. Further work is required to determine the molecular identity of the interneurons, identify whether other functional microcircuits in the network involve activation of the same interneurons, determine if analogous microcircuits are present in other brain areas, and understand how these microcircuits are engaged in the behaving animal. Such experiments will take us many steps forward in understanding the contribution different types of interneuron make to information processing in the brain. 
